Cockpit Command Center w/Multifunctional Gauges and Rocker Switches
Bow Panel w/ Light & Trim Switches
Bolstered Full-Flex Sport Seating
Center Seat/Step w/ Removable Cushion—Ice Chest Door
Ice Chest under Center Bench Seat (37 Qt)
Passenger Glove Box
Modular Console(s)
Passenger Custom Console
Grab Handles
Custom Side Panels
Interior & Exterior Logos
2 Bike Seats w/ Power Rise Pedestals with Custom Logos
Extra Fishing Seat with 13" Fixed Extension
Front Deck Step
Carpet Padding (Front Deck)
LED Storage Lighting
POWER & PERFORMANCE
12" Manual Jackplate w/ 2 Stern Eyes
12" Hydraulic Jackplate w/ Gauge (Exchange)
Single Tank Fuel System (48 Gal)
Hotfoot™ & Pro Trim
Tilt Hydraulic Steering
Prop Deduct
Livewell System w/Independent Fill, Recirculating/Drain Modes, w/Timer & Pump Out
Oxygenator™ Livewell Aeration System
Remote Drain Plug
1100 GPH Bilge Pump—Auto or Manual
Hamby’s™ Keel Protector
MK 15 Amp x 4-Bank Battery Charger
Dry Dock Ventilation System
Battery On/Off Switch
(1) 8' PowerPole® Pro Series II (Black/Starboard)
EXCLUSIVE HUMMINBIRD® ELECTRONICS (GIMBAL MOUNTED)
Helix® 12 CHIRP MEGA SI GPS G3N w/ temp (Dash) (Gimbal)
Helix® 9 CHIRP MEGA DI GPS G3N w/ temp (Bow) (Gimbal)
STANDARDS AND OPTIONS
Composite Construction
Torque Transfer Transom and Stringer System
Team Advantage Deck Layout
Aluminum Frame Deck Inserts (Front & Rear)
Insulated Aluminum Doors
Stretched Sponsons, No Splashwell Design
Gas Assisted Lifts on Front & Rear Storage, Rod Boxes, Day Boxes, & Bilge Access Door
Interior/Compartment Lighting
Integrated Rod Storage System
Tackle Storage System
Custom Bump Stick w/Holder
Custom Tool Holders
Rod Staze (3)
Stainless Cleats (4)
Tinted Windscreen(s)
Custom Non-Skid Mats
Emergency Boarding Ladder
Custom Boat Cover (Black)
Custom Engine Cover (Black)
TRAILER
Skeeter Built® Trailer w/Tuff Coat, Channel Frame, Steel Fenders, Swing-Tongue, Tandem Axle w/ Dual Disc Brakes
Back up Lights
Skeeter/ZXR Cutouts
Torsion Axles
Tongue Step
Bow Step Ladder
Fulton® F2 Jack-Stand & Winch
Ratchet Tie-Downs
Spare Tire w/ Carrier
14" Aluminum Wheels

ON SALE AT SKEETER, NOW THROUGH END OF THE MONTH.

OUR #1 SELLING BOAT OF ALL TIME, REIMAGINED.
ALL NEW FOR 2021

ZXR21
POWERED BY YAMAHA VF250LA
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE $62,495
ACTUAL SALES PRICE DETERMINED BY DEALER
MANUFACTURER’S SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE $71,460

ZXR20
POWERED BY YAMAHA VF250LA
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE $59,995
ACTUAL SALES PRICE DETERMINED BY DEALER
MANUFACTURER’S SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE $68,630

© 2020 Skeeter Products, Inc. All rights reserved. This document contains many of Skeeter’s valuable trademarks. It may also contain trademarks belonging to other companies. Any references to other companies or their products are for identification purposes only, and are not intended to be an endorsement. Due to Skeeter’s ongoing commitment to product improvement, we reserve the right to change without notice, equipment, materials, or specifications. Remember to observe all applicable boating laws. Never drink and drive. Dress properly with a USCG approved flotation device and protective gear. Boats may be shown with optional equipment. Nationally advertised price; actual sales price determined by dealer. Price does not include freight, dealer prep, and T.T.L. Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price (MSRP). Prices may vary due to supply, location, freight etc.
Choose from eight color package options for the ZXR® Series.

**COLOR OPTIONS**

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 1**
- Hologram II
- Moondust
- Charcoal
- Moondust
- Midnight
- Red
- Silver

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 2**
- Nassau Blue
- Silver Spur

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 3**
- Twilight Plus
- Cobalt Gel
- Cobalt Gel
- Blue
- Silver

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 4**
- Grey Matter

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 5**
- Grey Satin

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 6**
- White Gel
- White Gel
- Black Galaxy
- White Gel
- White Gel
- Silver

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 7**
- Twilight Plus
- Cobalt Gel
- Cobalt Gel
- Blue
- Silver

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 8**
- White Gel
- Black Galaxy
- White Gel
- White Gel
- White Gel
- Silver

---

**BOAT COLORS**

**ZXR21**
- Black Galaxy
- Silver

**ZXR20**
- White Gel

---

**SPECIFICATIONS AND CAPACITIES**

**ZXR21**
- Length: 21' 4"
- Beam: 97"
- Engine Shaft Length: 20"
- Fuel Capacity: 48 gals.

**ZXR20**
- Length: 20' 4"
- Beam: 97"
- Fuel Capacity: 48 gals.

---

**TRAILER COLORS**

**TRAILER PINSPIRE 1**
- Hologram II
- Midnight
- Red
- Silver

**TRAILER PINSPIRE 2**
- Laser Red
- White
- Tuff Coat™

---

**INTRODUCING THE NEW CUTTING EDGE**

**THE EVOLUTION OF ZX® PERFORMANCE.**

The ZXR Series embodies our pursuit to push the limits of possibility. Lighter components and stronger construction derived from the FXR Series give you unmatched performance and maneuverability, and the way it fishes is something else entirely. We have exceeded all you imagined in a bass boat.

---

**THE ZXR® IS THE SUM OF ITS PREDECESSORS.**

Boats shown in photographs may include additional features not included in the available list of options.

**BOAT COLORS**

**DECK**
- Black Galaxy
- White Gel

**PACK & CONSOLE**
- Hologram II
- White Gel

**HULL**
- Black Galaxy
- White Gel

**WATER STYLE**
- Silver

**RUN SURFACE**
- Black Gel

**CARPET**
- Black Gel

**PRIMARY**
- Black Gel

**A1**
- Black Gel

**A2**
- Black Gel

**B3 - PIN**
- Black Gel

---

**POWER PACKAGE**

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 1**
- Twilight Plus
- Cobalt Gel
- Cobalt Gel
- Blue
- Silver

---

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 2**
- Nassau Blue
- Silver Spur

---

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 3**
- Twilight Plus
- Cobalt Gel
- Cobalt Gel
- Blue
- Silver

---

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 4**
- Grey Matter

---

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 5**
- Grey Satin

---

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 6**
- White Gel
- White Gel
- Black Galaxy
- White Gel
- White Gel
- Silver

---

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 7**
- Twilight Plus
- Cobalt Gel
- Cobalt Gel
- Blue
- Silver

---

**ZXR SERIES: OPTION 8**
- White Gel
- Black Galaxy
- White Gel
- White Gel
- White Gel
- Silver

---

**THE ZXR® IS THE SUM OF ITS PREDECESSORS.**

The ZXR Series embodies our pursuit to push the limits of possibility. Lighter components and stronger construction derived from the FXR Series give you unmatched performance and maneuverability, and the way it fishes is something else entirely. We have exceeded all you imagined in a bass boat.

---

**SPECIFICATIONS AND CAPACITIES**

**ZXR21**
- Length: 21' 4"
- Beam: 97"
- Engine Shaft Length: 20"
- Fuel Capacity: 48 gals.

**ZXR20**
- Length: 20' 4"
- Beam: 97"
- Fuel Capacity: 48 gals.

---

**TRAILER COLORS**

**TRAILER PINSPIRE 1**
- Hologram II
- Midnight
- Red
- Silver

**TRAILER PINSPIRE 2**
- Laser Red
- White
- Tuff Coat™

---

**INTRODUCING THE NEW CUTTING EDGE**

**THE EVOLUTION OF ZX® PERFORMANCE.**

The ZXR Series embodies our pursuit to push the limits of possibility. Lighter components and stronger construction derived from the FXR Series give you unmatched performance and maneuverability, and the way it fishes is something else entirely. We have exceeded all you imagined in a bass boat.

---

**THE ZXR® IS THE SUM OF ITS PREDECESSORS.**

The ZXR Series embodies our pursuit to push the limits of possibility. Lighter components and stronger construction derived from the FXR Series give you unmatched performance and maneuverability, and the way it fishes is something else entirely. We have exceeded all you imagined in a bass boat.

---

**SPECIFICATIONS AND CAPACITIES**

**ZXR21**
- Length: 21' 4"
- Beam: 97"
- Engine Shaft Length: 20"
- Fuel Capacity: 48 gals.

**ZXR20**
- Length: 20' 4"
- Beam: 97"
- Fuel Capacity: 48 gals.
Choose from eight color package options for the ZXR® Series.